We consider linear, time-invariant state-spder high-gain state feedback. The analysi terms of singular system theory and Grass] Our work is distinguished from that of ot the fact that we do not allow a gain-depenc dinate change. Simple necessary and suffic are proven under which a singular system limit of a given state-space system. It is 1 feedback matrix achieves a limit on an app manian, so infinite gains constitute well-( matical objects. The special cases of mini ble and zeroth-order limits are studied in ing an analysis of solution behavior. Final "cheap control" problem is interpreted wit of our results.
In this paper, we are interested in the "hi of (3) as K -÷ oco. We seek a characteriza 1st-order system i = u with feedback u =-kx + v. Our analysis (and that of [2] ) dictates that the closed-loop system be written-(/k) 3 = -(1/k) v, yielding x = 0 in ,pace system the limit. Note that controllability is progressively weakened as k increases, and lost entirely for k = oc. This (1) is precisely the effect one would observe in practice, with K (E Rmxn we the variable x representing the fixed (i.e. K-independent) state of the plant.
On the other hand, the analyses in [3] , [4] , and [5] al-(2) low a K-dependent coordinate change. In this case, the kth closed-loop system becomes pkqkz =-p-kkqkz + PkV, where x = qkz, and Pk, qk are arbitrary nonzero se-(3) quences. For any g :4 0, setting Pk 1 and qk 1/ (kg) yields the controllable limit z = gv. The problem here is igh-gain limits" that the loss of controllability is masked by the coordiAtion of all such nate change z = kgx, which scales the physical state x )N article [1] . See progressively higher as k --oc.
Another phenomenon that can occur with a k-45th IEEE CDC, San Diego, USA, Dec. [13] [14] [15] 2006 
Substituting (7) and (8) [3] , [4] , and [5] . Nevertheless, characterization of these "fixed coordinate" limits requires an independent analysis. Although the limits we obtain must satisfy the necessary conditions proven in ( [3] ) and ([4] ), we will establish alternative conditions, which are arguably simpler and both necessary and sufficient. We will also conduct a careful analysis of stable and "zeroth order" limits, which have heretofore not been explicitly studied in the literature, at least at this level of generality.
One of our objectives is to establish results which are dual to those we developed for observers in [7] . To this end, much of our work relies on the theory of differentiable manifolds. (See e.g. [11] .)
Throughout the paper, we assume for convenience that rank B = r. For a system where this is not the case, an input coordinate change u = Tu can be used to reduce the problem to our framework.
Preliminaries
Before we can talk about the limits of (1) (10) where Ef is nilpotent. Ef and F. are unique up to similarity. Define the order of (E, F) to be ord (E, F) = deg A (i.e. the dimension of F.) and the index ind (E, F) to be the smallest integer q > 1 such that Eq = 0.
The functions ord and ind may be consistently applied to points in (n, in):
We will need to consider solutions of (9) . To this end, we review some basic facts from the theory of distributions. (See e.g. [12] ). Let 45th IEEE CDC, San Diego, USA, Dec. [13] [14] [15] 2006 to uniform convergence fk --f on an interval in IT c R. This simply means that there exist locally L1 functions gk, g defined on I such that < fk,/3 > =< gk,'7 >,< f, ¢ >=< g, X > for all X with support in I and gk --9 uniformly. Let U c R be the largest open set such that supp c U implies < f, 3 >0=. The support of f is supp f = UC. Let 'Df be the distributions with support in [0, oc).
In order to apply arbitrary initial conditions xo to (9) , it is convenient to consider the augmented system Ei = Fx + Gu + 6Exo, J()E (12) CI is simply the set of points in C with no eigenvalue at 0. Each point in CI corresponds to a system
The state transition matrix relates to the system (11) as follows:
2) The solution of (11) 
3) The system (11) is asymptotically stable iff (DE is bounded and decays asymptotically to 0.
The Manifold of Closed-Loop Systems
The present paper closely follows the development of [7] , Restricting to CI yields a surprising result related to controllability of the closed-loop system (13) .
Theorem 5 Let [X, I, XB] E Cl. Then rank X > nt-m with equality iffXB = 0.
Theorem 5 states that high gain limits of (3) where the rank of X degenerates maximally have the unfortunate property that the input v exerts no control whatsoever on the system. This is undoubtedly a limitation for control problems where closed-loop tracking to a reference input is required. Now we consider the special cases of minimum-order stable and zeroth order limits. By applying essentially the same arguments as in [6] , several results are obtained immediately. These are summarized in Theorems 6 and 7. The first is based on the following construction. Choose any nonsingular matrix T such that T1B K1[ (14) and let = T-lxo, we obtain the solution of (13): A ] exp (A1l -A12A) -o. 
The system corresponds to successive differentiation of the input v plus a "noise" term. We begin by consider stable systems. U-DXO in Do.
Theorem 13 can be extended to v :4 0 through choice of an appropriate space of inputs v and exploiting the properties of the convolution operator. We leave the details to the reader.
